Global payments team in
multinational bank improves
ongoing technology change
with Cutover
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The problem

The Global Payments team in a British multinational bank needed a
solution to help it orchestrate the 29,000 changes associated with
its continuous transformation. The team was using manual tools and
processes to plan and execute releases on its various payments
platforms. These were no longer sufficient for the volume and
complexity of change in terms of involving the responsible people in
the orchestration of the changes. Change
was not observable across the enterprise, so it was difficult to
avoid conflict and ensure the appropriate schedule delivery
for business goals.

As part of the governance structure for
change, the team took part in a weekly
cycle of three meetings. Each involved a
different team working to review changes
and assess readiness and risk. Only one
of the teams had visibility of all the other
upcoming changes in the bank. Without
enterprise observability of change, it’s
very difficult to avoid release contention
and optimize change windows, wasting
change capacity.

All of this was supported by a set of
spreadsheets that were distributed
and consolidated to support each of
these meetings. This process was time
consuming and led to data becoming
stale very quickly, meaning that the single
source of truth quickly went out of date.

Effectively managing the aggregate payload of
change, contention, and co-existence risk has been
a perennial challenge. This was amplified in 2019
given the increased change activity. We needed to
maximize the landing slots we had available and
the use of spreadsheets was not sufficient. Cutover
provided a far more effective enterprise release
management capability. Cutover will be the only
source we use to review and approve the schedule
of change – if it’s not in Cutover, it’s not going in.
Head of Run The Bank
Corporate Technology

How we helped
Cutover is now used to manage the change
process instead of spreadsheets and
other manual tools and processes.
Benefits include an improved view of the velocity of
change and a reduction of risk around change failure.
There is no longer a need to constantly update and
distribute spreadsheets - all the information needed is
easily accessible and can be worked on collaboratively.

Multi-runbook
dashboard view
Quickly drill down into areas on the
dashboard that need your attention

Customize your dashboard, giving
you easy access to the analytics

Accurate reporting during live work
helps our users to understand
progress, make informed decisions
and drive continuous improvement

Multi-runbook dashboard provides dynamic visualization and analytics
across all your change activities in real-time

Without Cutover we would have been ignorant
of the upcoming log jam of change right up
until one week before...we now have a chance
to address issues like this six weeks before
and remedy in time.
Implementation Lead

Results

Cutover enabled the team
to increase the payload of
change. Having better visibility
and planning enabled them to
identify when they could pull
change forward and increase
the capacity for change in
a release weekend. This
optimization meant they were
able to deliver up to 30% more
change to the business.
Cutover also enabled the team to eliminate
internal legacy applications for managing
change conflicts as well as manual
processes to manage the book of change.
By introducing Cutover, they avoided
multiple meetings ahead of releases and
also avoided potential delays or event
failures by having better visibility of
potential problems earlier in advance.

Of the failed or delayed changes that
occurred in this part of the bank,
approximately 45% were due to
execution-led problems. By improving the
orchestration of these changes, Cutover
was able to reduce the number of failed
or delayed changes by half.
Avoiding failed or delayed changes is also
important from a reputational standpoint as
the bank was under severe media scrutiny,
and having an outage that would impact
customers would have been disastrous.
Thanks to Cutover, the team had better
visibility and were able to see any potential
issues, e.g. resource contention, far
enough in advance to take steps to
avoid failure.
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